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ABSTRACT 

This report is an addendum to the original WEDRO-1.0 technical report, 

RTE01-2/2-035 (March 1988), and it describes some recent additions and changes 

incorporated into the code, which is now known as WEDRO-1.1. Attention is 

also drawn to certain errors present in the coding of WEDRO-1.0 which could 

have resulted in erroneous output cross-sections. For the convenience of the user, 

a list of predefined material ID'S used in WEDRO-1.1, as well as the keyword 

description and the format of the output WEDRO interface file, is given in this 

report. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The code WEDRO was developed for the purpose of processing multigroup 

cross section files in the so-called WIMS-E format to create few-group 

cross-section files in formats suitable for further processing or for direct use in 

neutron transport and diffusion calculations. The original version of the code is 

known as WEDRO-1.0 and is described in detail in Ref. 2. This report provides 

details on the latest (1990) update of the code, the updated version being called 

WEDRO-1.1. It should be emphasized here that the present report does not 

supersede the original WEDRO report (Ref. 2), but merely supplements it. 

The following modifications have been incorporated in WEDRO-1.1: 

1 Two versions of the Travelli formula for group collapsing microscopic 

transport cross-sections have been programmed. The exact Travelli formula has 

replaced the previously used WIMS formula as default (which is still available 

through the keyword OLDT) while an approximate Travelli formula which is 

consistent with the one used in LWR-WIMS is available via keyword LWRT. 

2 An optional upscatter correction method (via keyword UPSC) has been pro

grammed to remove the upscatter elements from the output scattering matrices. 

3 The macroscopic water cross-section option (via keyword WATE) has been 

changed such that microscopic water cross-sections are produced. T ese 

microscopic cross-sections are defined as the macroscopic water cross-sections 

divided by the coolant density. 

4 Programming errors which would have resulted in the production of erroneous 



water cross-sections if the regions which contain water were incorrectly specified 

have been corrected. A built-in check now terminates a WEDRO run if any of 
1 ifi 

the specified water regions do no* contain both H and O . It was also found 

that the final number of isotopes/materials for which output cross-section data are 

produced were incorrectly computed in Subroutine HOMOG. This error has been 

corrected. Finally, the superfluous transport correction of the self-scatter elements 

of the PQ scattering matrices in three different subroutines (for each type of 

output file) has been eliminated by performing this correction only in Subroutine 
COLLAP. 

5 The format of the output WEDRO interface file has been modified to include 

data such as the remaining burnable poison (B in boro-silicate glass rods) 

fraction and the isotopic number densities (as a function of the state parameters). 

In addition, coolant density as well as coolant temperature values is now given on 

this file. The discontinuity factors which were previously output on this file as 

an extra cross-section type for each isotope/material have been removed since 

they are actually only region dependent parameters and are currently not utilized 

in the local post-processing codes. Output of these parameters can be included 

again at a later stage in a more suitable format. 

In the following section each of these modifications is discussed in more 

detail. The specific isotope/material ID'S which are defined or prefixed in 

WEDRO-1.1 are detailed in Section III, while Section IV summarizes the options 

and input keywords which are available in WEDRO-1.1. Section V notes some of 

the shortcomings of WEDRO-1.1 which could be of importance to some users. 



n DISCUSSION OF RECENT MODIFICATIONS 

n.A Group Collapsing of Transport Cross-sections 

U.A.I The Travelli Formula 

The definition of few-group transport (or total) cross-sections in terms of 

multigroup transport (or total) cross-sections has been a much discussed issue for 

a very long time. The definition of few-group microscopic transport cross-sections 

is particularly problematic and has been addressed by Zweifel and Ball and by 
O O K 

Travelli. Usually, ' the assumption is made that an appropriate few-group 

macroscopic transport cross-section can be obtained from 

*G 
T"G = 737 ' (1 ) 

g < G ^ 

where é is a normalized multigroup spectrum, 

*G - I * , • 
g(G 

(2) 

V = I " '"Kg • 
i 

(3) 

and where N1 is the number density of isotope i As a minimum requirement, 

the few-group microscopic transport cross-sections *trG should then also preserve 

IT 1 S 
trG a c c o r < ^ n 8 t 0 



TtrG = Í N ' 5 ! trG (4) 

It is further desirable that a1. G should be independent of N 1, which implies that 
3 

the following condition should be satisfied : 

SZ 

0N 

trG - i 
T~ = atrG (5) 

By assuming that the relative change of collision density due to a small 
•3 composition change is independent of energy within each broad group G, Travelli 

was able to obtain a definition for <rj Q which satisfies both Eqs. (4) and (5) 

identically. This definition is 

y a\ TV L t r e e*i 

7trG 
= Si 0 -

g g T g 

* , 
(6) 

where the multigroup Travelli factor T is given by 

T g • 
'trG 
trg 

7«S - 1 
^trg 

(7) 

It should be noted that T can become negative since it is very often the 

case that T t r Q < £. for some g e G. Then it is also plausible that óJrQ can 

become negative. However, the macroscopic transport cross-section 7 t r Q would 

still be correctly computed (as positive-definite if *he £ t are positive-definite) 

from Eq. (4) (even for moderate changes in number densities). If one does not 



insist that Eq. (5) should be satisfied, but that only Eq. (4) should hold, then 

the possibility of negative a! Q can be avoided by replacing T in Eq. (6) by 

T g -
5 t rG 
^ 

(8) 

While this definition would preserve TTt ^ if the reference number densities 

are used, it would not correctly predict the macroscopic transport cross-section if 
- i * any composition changes take place (i.e., using the a. Q computed using T ). 

Therefore this alternative definition for T is not recommended and the exact 
g 

Travelli formula. Eq. (7). has been programmed in WEDRO-1 1 to renlace the 

oripnal method programmed in WEDRO-1.0 (see Section TI.A.3 below^ as the 

default method for collapsing microscopic transport cross-sections. The Travelli 

factor T is computed in Subroutine TRAVEL which is called by Subroutine 

COLLAP. A transport correction is also applied (in Subroutine COLLAP) to the 

PQ scattering matrix diagonal elements in order to conserve neutrons: 

^sGG = 7 t rG " aaG " I 'sG'G ' ( 9 ) 

G'*G 

where aQ and <*SQ,Q a r e the conventional flux collapsed absorption 

cross-sections and P Q scattering matrix elements. 

II.A.2 The LWR-WIMS Formula 

a 

In the original paper describing the energy condensation methods used in the 

lattice code WIMS, the assumption was made that only the scattering part of the 

macroscopic transport cross-section needs to be obtained by inverse collapsing, i.e. 



\ G = *aG + YsG • <1 0) 

where 

*G 
rsG " — J - ' ( 1 1 ) 

geG s 8 

and 

E»g " E t r g - E a g ' < 1 2> 

The self-scatter cross-sections are then also required to be transport-corrected 

using the prescription of Eq. (9) (with macroscopic cross-sections). 

In WEDRO-1.0, this prescription was also followed for collapsing microscopic 

transport cross-sections (i.e. replacing all macroscopic quantities in Eqs. (10) to 

(12) by their microscopic counterparts). In fact, the same approach is used in 

LWR-WIMS to condense the basic 69-group library to a 28-group intermediate 

library prior to performing the actual assembly calculations. The fact that this 

method does not satisfy Eq. (4) has largely motivated the adoption of the 

Travelli approach in LWR-WIMS as well as in the WIMS-D4 code 7 ' 8 fcr the 

purpose of producing few-group microscopic transport cross-sections. Actually, in 

these codes the assumption that only the scattering part of the macroscopic 

transport cross-section needs to be inverse collapsed is maintained, so that the 

following modified Travelli formula is used: 



atrG = a. aG 
+ 612 

* / 
(13) 

W 
where the multigroup "LWR-WIMS" Travelli factor T is given by 

,w 'sG 

L sgj 
, TsG 

sg 
(14) 

and TTgQ is computed according to Eq. (V). A note of caution is perhaps 

needed here since it is unclear from the LWR-WIMS documentation (Ref. 4) 

whether Eq. (11) is actually used or if Y Q is computed from IT Q = Ï*_Q -

*aG w i t h trG c o m P u t e d according to Eq. (1). Also note that the T can take 

on negative values since it is possible for IT G < £ for g e G. 

This method (using Eq. (11) for T ^ ) has been programmed in WEDRO-1.1 

and is known as the LWR-WIMS formula to distinguish it from the exact 

Travelli formula which is now the default option in WEDRO-1.1 (see above). 

The LWR-WIMS Travelli factors are computed in Subroutine LWRTRA, which is 

called by Subroutine COLLAP if the keyword LWRT was specified in the input. 

Furthermore, the PQ self-scatter cross-sections are also computed according to Eq. 

(9). 

D.A.3 The Old WIMS Formula 

2 
For the sake of completeness, the original formula used in WEDRO-1.0 for 

collapsing microscopic transport cross-sections is also given here. This formula, 



which will be called the Old WIMS formula (see Section II.A.2 above), is simply 

atrG = aaG + a sG ^ 

where 

*G 
"sG " „ V ' ( 1 6 ) 

g<G s « 

and 

"sg = ' t r g - ' a g • ( 1 ? ) 

This method is still available in WEDRO-1.1 through the keyword OLDT. Just 

as in the previous two cases, the P f t self-scatters are also computed according to 

Eq. (9). 

n.A.4 Group Condensation before or after Spatial Homogenization? 

Since WEDRO permits group condensation and spatial homogenization to be 

performed in the order the user desires, there is the question as to which order 

would be preferable. In many lattice codes group condensation precedes 

homogenization because detailed spatial calculations are performed with a coarser 

energy description to save on computational expenses. In fact, in some cases, 

such as in the WIMS family of codes, ' it is a basic philosophy for energy 

condensation to precede spatial homogenization. This might lead one to assume 
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that this is the correct order in which collapsing and homogenization should take 

place. However, in the following an argument supporting the contrary will be put 

forward to clarify this issue and to provide a recommendation in this regard. 

The starting point for the present discussion is the same one which is used 

to obtain the Travelli prescription for collapsing microscopic transport 

cross-sections, namely that an appropriate few-group macroscopic transport 

cross-section can be obtained from flux collapsing the multigroup diffusion 

coefficients (i.e. Eq. (1)). This supposition has as its basis two assumptions: 

1 The P, approximation to the multigroup transport equation, and in particular 

Fick's law, is valid. 

2 The multigroup scalar flux is separable in space and energy. 

The first assumption implies that (considering only one dimension) 

| j g w + y*)*g(x) = K g g , w v x ) 
+ Jxgtol v V ( x ) V ( x ) ' ( 1 8 ) 

g' 

| ^ g ( x ) + 3E t r g(x)Jg(x) = 0 . (19) 

Usually, the multigroup transport cross-section S. is also used as the total 
«g 

cross-section in transport calculations where Fick's law is invalid (such as in the 

WIMS family of codes). In such cases the PQ scattering matrix has been 

transport-corrected to include at least some P, scattering information. The group 

condensation of the above two equations now yields 
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d 
W x ) + * .G«*GM = I SSGG'WOG-W 

G'*G 

+ W X )I "G'SG-^G'W • ( 2 0 ) 

G' 

g ^ G ( x ) + 3TT t r G(x)JG(x) = 0 , (21) 

where 

or equivalently (by Eq. (19)), 

T u o « - v * i G i a < M • < 2 3 > 

This is where the second assumption noted above starts playing a role. By 

assuming for each broad group G that 

* g M = * G W*g v 8 t G - < 2 4) 

Eq. (23) is simplified to 

\ G « - ° - (25) 

i1^ 
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which is simply Eq. (1). 

Thus, Eq. (1) would yield an appropriate few-group macroscopic transport 

cross-section if, within each broad group G, Fick's law (Eq. (19;) is valid and the 

flux is separable in space and energy. Both these assumptions have a greater 

likelihood of being acceptable if spatial homogenization of the multigroup transport 

equation has already been performed. Therefore, it is concluded here that the 

basis for taking Eq.(1) as a suitable definition for T ^ Q is better justified if 

spatial homoeenization precedes group collapsing. Accordingly, it is recommended 

that the WEDRO user should perform group condensation after homogenization. 

In this regard, it should be mentioned that in WEDRO the transport 

cross-sections (microscopic and macroscopic) are directly homogenized hy means of 

flux-volume weighting. 

Appendix A presents some data to demonstrate the differences in transport 

cross-sections resulting from collapsing prior to or after homogenization. 

II.B Upscatter Correction of Scattering Matrices 

Many two-group diffusion codes are based on the assumption that upscat-

tering from the thermal to the fast energy group is negligible. However, in 

practice the validity of this assumption depends on the thermal energy cut-off one 

has chosen for producing two-group cross-sections. If the common cut-off of 

0.625 eV is used in conjunction with WIMS libraries which have upscatter up to 

4 eV, this assumption can be very poor and an alternative method of eliminating 

upscatter must be sought. Such a method is found by moving the upscatter 

losses in the diffusion equation to the source side while moving the upscatter 

sources to the loss side: 
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-V.DG(r)v«>G(r) + E a Q(r)* G(r) + J 
G'>G 

- I 
G'<G 

vO M E 0 ,JG > fr)" 
L s G ' G ( r ) - 2 i s G G ' W " < ^ ( r 7 

JsGG M ~ ÍP .T.M 
M') 

sG-G^ifoTTFJ 

'G« 

G' 

(26) 

This is the same as writing the diffusion equation as 

-V.DG(r)V<j,G(r) + E a G ( r* G ( r ) + l ÍG'GW1*G« = I %QG>1*»GM 
LG' J G' 

+ jXGUl " G ' % 3 ' « M r > > <27> 
G' 

where the upscatter corrected P Q scattering matrix is defined by 

(r) 
SsGG'(') = SsGG'( r) " W ' f c r f l ï J V G ' < G 

G 
(28a) 

^sGG'W = ° V G ' * G (28b) 

Thus, this upscatter correction reduces the slowing-down cross-section from 

group G' to group G by an amount proportional to the upscatter contribution 

from group G to group G'. One might also have arrived at this definition quite 

intuitively and could therefore argue that it could also be applied to the P 1 

scattering matrices. However, then it would not be justified to set the Pj 

diagonal elements equal to zero. It should also be noted that this definition is 

not limited to two energy groups. 

This upscattering correction has been implemented in Subroutine UPSCAT, 
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which is called by Subroutine COLLAP, if the keyword UPSC was specified in 

the input. The correction is applied only to the PQ scattering matrices since the 

"corrected" data is intended for diffusion theory applications. 

n.C Microscopic Water Cross-sections 

In WEDRO-1.0 the keyword WATE followed by material re bon numbers 

could be used to activate the processing and output of macroscopic water 

cross-sections. It was envisaged that these cross-sections could be used during 

the iterative procedure of a diffusion calculation to account for water density 

changes due to feedback without having to exit frorr the code to access the 

external cross-section library (which would require interpolation in the 

cross-section tables). The idea was that, upon entering the diffusion calculation 

with a given set of nuclear data (cross-sections) corresponding to the latest 

conditions (state parameters), the given macroscopic water cross-sections would be 

divided by the given water density to yield microscopic water cross-sections which 

could be used throughout the calculation until 'he external library is consulted 

again. During the iterative procedure within the diffusion calculation some 

empirical means could for instance be used to estimate the water density due to 

thermal hydraulic feedback, and this density could then simply be multiplied into 

the computed microscopic water cross-sections to yield an improved estimate of 

the macroscopic water cross-sections corresponding to the current (computed) 

conditions. These updated macroscopic water cross-sections are then added to the 

rest of the mixture cross-sections of each material composition to account 

primarily for the change in neuton moderation due to the water density changes. 

In WEDRO-1.1 the above approach was modified to the extent that the 

division of the macroscopic water cross-sections by the water density is now 
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performed in WEDRO itself (in Subroutine HOMOG) and not in the subsequent 

diffusion code. Thus, in WEDRO-1.1 the microscopic water cross-sections defined 

as the macroscopic water cross-sections divided by the historic coolant density are 

produced if the keyword WATE is specified. It is important to note that the 

current coolant density should have been used for this purpose, bat since 

WIMS-D4 was found to adjust the current coolant density to account for admixed 

structural materials, the historical density, which o :e should ensure is given the 

correct current value in the input data to WIMS-D4, is presently used. 

With regard to the WATE option, the regions which are supposed to contain 

water had to be correctly specified to WEDRO-1.0r otherwise erroneous water 

cross-sections would be produced since WEDRO-1.0 does not perform anv 

consistency checks for incorrectly specified water regions. This has been corrected 

in WEDRO-1.1 with a built-in procedure (in Subroutine HOMOG) to check that 
i i s 

all specified water regions do indeed contain water (i.e., H and 0 ). 

II.D WEDRO Interface File Format 

The format of the output WEDRO interface file has been changed slightly to 

include the remaining burnable poison (B in boro-silicate glass) fraction and 

both the coolant temperature and coolant density values. A parameter to indicate 

whether the scattering matrices have been upscatter-corrected (ISCT=1) by 

WEDRO has also been added to the first record on the output file. Note that 

the discontinuity factors have been removed as a cress-section type. The 

structure of the WEDRO interface file is given below. (Note that the reference 

order numbers and burnup chains are actually integer numbers which are written 

as single precision numbers for convenience.) The convention used for the isotope 

IP's on this file is detailed in Section III. 
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RECORD 1: ASSID = Character^ assembly type identifier 

NISO = Number of isotopes 

NE6 = Number of energy groups (broad groups) 

NSTEP = Number of exposure (burnup) steps 

NlD = Number of 1-D cross-section sets (types) 

N2D = Number of 2-D cross-section sets (types) 

NSET = Number of unique combinations of state parameters 

encountered per burnup step (i.e. unique 

combinations of ppm, coolant density, fuel 

temperature) 

ISCT = Upscatter correction indicator (0=no;l=yes) 

1EC0ID 2: (XSECID(I),1=1,NISO) 

All isotope ID's 

IEC01D 3: NISOE = Number of burnable isotopes 

NFSLR = Number of fissionable isotopes 

NFPR = Number of fission products for which fission yield 

data are given 

NDYCR - Number of isotopes which decay 

NCHAIN= Number of burnup chains 

IEC0ID 4: (HNUC(I),1=1,NISOE) 

Burnable isotope ID's 

(IFSLR(I),1=1,NFSLR) 

Reference order numbers of isotopes which 

yield fission products 
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(IFPR(I),I=1,NFPR) 
Reference order number of fission 
products for which yield data are given 

(IDCYR(I),I=1,NDCYR) 
Reference order numbers of isotopes which 
decay 

(ALMDA(I),I=1,NDCYR) 
Decay constant for isotope DCYR(I) 

((YFFP(K,L),K=1,NFSLR),L=1,NFPR) 
Yield of fission product FPR(L) from 
fission of isotope FSLR(K) 

(MATXE(I),I=1,3*NCHAIN) 
Burnup chains in the form discussed in 
Section 4.26 of Ref. 2 

(AUX(I),I=1,3*NIS0) 
Auxiliary data per isotope (atomic 
weight, indicator, fission energy yield) 

W0U> 5: (CHI(I),I=l,ffl5fi) 
Fission spectrum 

Record 6 i s repeated NSTEP times 

RECORD 6: Exposure, BP-frac 

NSET*(ppm, cool-dens, fuel-temp, cool-temp) 

Record 7 i s repeated NSTEP times and it has a length of NSET*{NIS0*[1+NEG* 

(4+NEG)]}: at each exposure Record 7 contains, for each unique combination of 

state parameters, the cross-sections of a l l isotopes ordered by isotope. 
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(IFPR(I),I=1,NFPR) 
Reference order number of fission 
products for which yield data are given 

(IDCYR(I),I=1,NDCYR) 
Reference order numbers of isotopes which 
decay 

(ALiDA(I),I=l,NDCYR) 
Decay constant for isotope DCYR(I) 

((YFFP(K,L),K=1,NFSLR),L=1,NFPR) 
Yield of fission product FPR(L) from 
fission of isotope FSLR(K) 

(HATXE(I),I=1,3*NCHAIN) 
Burnup chains in the form discussed in 
Section 4.26 of Ref. 2 

(AIX(I),I=1,3*NIS0) 
Auxiliary data per isotope (atomic 
weight, indicator, fission energy yield) 

RECORD 5: (CHI(I),I=1,NEG) 
Fission spectrum 

Record 6 is repeated NSTEP times 
RECORD 6: Exposure, BP-frac 

NSET*(ppm, cool-dens, fuel-temp, cool-temp) 

Record 7 is repeated NSTEP times (at each exposure Record 7 contains the 
cross-sections of all isotopes ordered by isotope, i.e., Record 7 has a 
length of NIS0*(1+NEG*(4+NEG))) 
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IECOID 7: Number density 
Transport cross-sections 
Capture cross-sections 
Fission cross-sections 
Nu's 
?Q scattering matrix (inscatters) 

HI ISOTOPE/MATERIAL ID'S 

The isotope ID's which are input and used in WEDRO-1.1 (see Section IV) 

correspond to the integer parts of those assigned to the isotopes in the 

WIMS-D4.1 library.8 These same ID's form part of the ID'S output to the 

Standard and Working files.2 For these files the WIMS ID is preceded by the 

particular subfile number (see Section IV) of the lattice calculation which was 

processed. However, for the output WEDRO interface file, new ID's are defined 

only for some of these isotopes. These new ID's are listed alongside their 

WIMS-D4.1 ID's (integer parts) in the Table 1 below. Actually, the ID'S written 

on the WEDRO interface file contain the new isotope ID followed by two 

characters identifying the paricular run (taken as the first 2 characters of the 20 

character run identifier read from the WIMS-E file). 

It is particularly important to note that some of the WIMS-D4.1 ID'S are 

prefixed in WEDRO-1.1 for the purpose of identifying certain materials/isotopes 
1 if? 

which require special treatment. This is the case for H and 0 (ID'S 2001 and 

16) which are used to identify water in various regions (see Section II.C) as well 

as for burnable boron and soluble boron (ID's 10 and 1010). The user should 

thus ensure that these particular ID'S are also used in any other WIMS type 

library which may be used in conjunction with WEDRO-1.1. THP imar is also 
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TABLE 1 
Isotope ID's defined for VEDM Interface Pile versus their V H S ID's 

VIMS ID NEW ID VIIS ID NEW ID VIMS ID NEV ID 

10 BP10 134 CS14 154 EU14 

1010 B010 1135 CS15 155 EU15 

83 KR83 53135 1135 1155 6D15 

95 1095 135 XE15 157 GD17 

99 TC99 143 ND13 235 U235 
101 RU11 145 ND15 236 D236 

1103 Mil 3 147 PI7S 2238 U238 

103 RH13 1147 PM17 3239 P239 

105 RH15 148 PI8I 1240 P240 

1105 PD15 1148 PM18 241 P241 

108 PD18 61149 PI19 242 P242 

109 A619 2147 SI17 902 PSEU 

113 CD13 149 SM19 9000 SLFP 

115 IN15 150 SI 10 10000 NPPO 

127 1127 151 Sill 9999 VATR 

131 XE11 152 S115 IZONE STRU 

133 CS13 153 EU13 

NOTE : 10 is used as a burnable poison and 1010 as soluble boron. The ID's 
9000, 10000, 9999 and IZONE are not VIMS-D4.1 identifiers. They are 
defined by VEDRO to identify the saturated pseudo-isotope, 
non-saturated pseudo-isotope, water, and the structural material 
(given the number of the homogenized region in which it occurs). 
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cautioned not to specify any isotopes/materials other than those listed in Table 1 

for microscopic treatment if a WEDRO interface file is to he produced. 

IV KEYWORD INPUT DESCRIPTION 

The complete list of all the keywords which are available in WEDRO-1.1 is 

given below: 

KEYWORD DESCRIPTION 

WIMS i Indicates the logicaJ unit number i of the WIMS-E file. 

RUNN i Which (WIMS-D4) run on the above WIMS-E file must be 

read. 

WOUT i,j,k,l,m,n,o Print option for the set of 7 'files' on the WIMS-E file: 

1 : Print all WIMS-E output 

-1 : Suppress some of the WIMS-E output 

0 : No WIMS-E output 

DEFAULT : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NOTE that this option must be specified for each WIMS-E 

file 

SUBF i,j,k,... Which subfiles of the above file must be read and 

processed. 

NOTE: 1) All subfiles will be processed if this keyword is 

omitted. 

2) If the first n subfiles must not be processed, use 
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this keyword as follows: SUBF -n 

LWRT Use LWR-WIMS approximation to the Travelli formula for 

collapsing transport cross-sections 

OLDT Use the Old WIMS formula for collapsing transport cross-

sections 

UPSC Perform upscatter correction to the P Q scattering matrices 

BROA i,j,k,... Broad group boundaries. 

This keyword is required only if the cross-sections must be 

collapsed to this group structure prior to spatial 

homogenization. The group structure should be given in 

terms of the 69-group WIMS structure, e.g., 5 27 45 69 
* * * * > M * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

LUMP Lumping of some isotopes must be done. The specifications/ 

data for the lumping must follow this keyword. 

EXPL i,j,k,... The isotopes (WIMS ID's) specified in this list will be 

explicitly (microscopically) treated in all regions where they 

occur. 

SATU i,j,k,... The isotopes (WIMS ID's) specified in this list will be 

lrmped as a saturated fission product. Note that the 

pseudo-isotope formed as a result of the lumping of these 

isotopos is assumed to be stable (i.e. no decay constant). 



NONS If this keyword is present in the input, all fission products 

that are not included in the explicit or saturated list and 

which have half-lives greater than one year will be classified 

as non-saturated and lumped together. 

NOTE: All fission products which have not been explicitly 

specified or defined as saturated or non-saturated fission 

products by the above keywords, will be mixed macro-

scopically with the structural material. 

ENDL Indicates the end of the input stream concerning fission 

product lumping. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

ZONE 

CELL 

Produces macroscopic cross-sections for each spatial region 

given on the WIMS-E file. 

Produces homogenized macroscopic cross-sections for the 

entire spatial domain. 

NOTE. The ZONE, CELL and the set of homogenization 

keywords HOMO-ENDH cannot be used simultaneously. 

Only one of the options can be used at a time. 

HOMO i Indicates the beginning of homogenization data for 

homogenized region i. 

REGI j,k The first and last regions to be homogenized as region i 

above. 

MICRO m,n,. WIMS ID's of non-fission-product isotopes additional to 
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those specified in EXPL which should be treated explicitly 

(microscopically). Note: If the LUMP option was not 

used, this keyword can be used to specify any list of 

isotopes (including fission products) to be treated explicitly. 

WATE k,l,... The water (H„0) cross-seotions in regions k,l, etc. should 

be homogenized together to produce a set of microscopic 

water cross-sections for homogenized region i. Note that 

these regions must fall within the range specified on the 

REGI card. 

ENDH Indicates the end of the input stream concerning 

homogenization. 
*************************************** 

FEWG i,j,k,... Few-group boundaries. 

This keyword is used to collapse cross-sections aftei spatial 

homogenization or as a second stage of group condensation 

if BROA has already been used. The group structure 

should be given in terms of the 69-group WIMS structure, 

e.g. 45 69 
*************************************** 

DISC i,j Performs NGET discontinuity factor calculation for 

homogenized region i, normalized to preserve the ratio of 

the discontinuity factors at the interface between regions i 

and j. 
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SLAB If this keyword is omitted, a 2-D problem is assumed in 

the discontinuity factor calculation. 

MESH n Number of meshes in homogenized region i to be used in 

the subsequent mesh centred diffusion code. Note that this 

keyword is used in conjunction with the DISC keyword to 

compute the discontinuity factors. 
*************************************** 

STAN i Prepare a Standard File on logical unit i. 

INTE j Prepare a WEDRO Interface File on logical unit j . 

WORK k Prepare an AMPX Working File on logical unit k. 
*************************************** 

POUT i Print option for the homogenized cross-sections: 

0: No extra printout 

1: Print the final cross-sections that are output to 

Standard/WEDRO/Working File. 

-1: Print the cross-sections after collapsing and 

homogenization as well. (This option must be used 

with caution if a big problem is treated.) 

DEFAULT: 0 

BURN This keyword will activate the printing of the burnup chain 

information. 
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ENDR Indicates the end of the input stream concerning the 

particular run on the WIMS-E file. 

ENDV/ Indicates the end of the input stream concerning the 

particular WIMS-E file. 
*************************************** 

NOTE : 1) Each input keyword must start in column 1 of the input data set. 

2) A * can be used in the first column to indicate a comment card. 

3) A S can be used in any position as a continuation character. 

4) It is strongly recommended that the chronological order of keywords 

be maintained. 

5) A scratch area on logical unit 99 is required by WEDRO if the 

keyword WORK is specified. 

V LIMITATIONS OF WEDRO-1.1 

Although WEDRO-1.1 incorporates most (at least the most important) of the 

improvements which were recommended for WEDRO-1.0 in Ref. 2, it can still be 

improved as far as both the physical models and the computational efficiency are 

concerned. 

With respect to computational speed, it is possible to make WEDRO-1.1 

more efficient by eliminating the use of the "magic word" format within the code. 

All cross-sections are converted to magic word format at the end of each 

subroutine and must be deciphered again upon entering a subroutine in which the 

cross-sections are to be used. This procedure is time-consuming and may be 
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avoided at the cost of increasing space requirements by storing all cross-sections 

in conventional format. 

As far as physical model improvements are concerned, it is recommended that 

the fission product lumping scheme be replaced with the more consistent scheme 

suggested by Weiss. The lumping method presently used in WEDRO is highly 

approximate and is not based on any consistent derivation of the lumped 

parameters from the detailed depletion scheme read from the WIMS-E files. 

Finally, the user is encouraged to perform spatial homogenization prior to 

group condensation and to use the default Travelli formula for collapsing 

microscopic transport cross-sections. However, since the (Travelli) few-group 

microscopic transport cross-sections often turn out to be negative (e.g. the fast 

group transport cross-section of Sm-149 when collapsed to two groups with a 

0.625 eV thermal cut-off), the user might prefer to use the LWR-WIMS or Old 

WIMS formulae which usually produce positive microscopic transport cross-

sections. 
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix gives some examples of the differences in few-group transport 

cross-sections caused by the order in which group condensation and spatial 

homogenization are performed. For this purpose, a simple UO« pin-cell 

calculation was done with WIMS-D4.1 to prepare a 6-group WIMS-E file. This 

file was then processed by WEDRO-1.1 to produce a 2-group (0.625 eV thermal 

cut-off) WEDRO interface file. All the various options for collapsing the 

transport cross-sections were tried. 

Table A.l reports the values obtained for the cell-average macroscopic 

transport cross-sections obtained by using the CELL keyword for homogenization 

(no microscopic cross-sections requested). It should be mentioned here that if 

collapsing precedes homogenization, then the microscopic transport cross-sections of 

all the isotopes on the WIMS-E file are collapsed according to the chosen 

formula, irrespective of whether microscopic cross-section output was specified or 

not. 

The important thing to note from the data in Table A.l is that the order in 

which group condensation and spatial homogenization take place can have a 

significant impact on the values of the few-group macroscopic transport 

cross-sections. This is particularly the case for the Travelli formula since it does 

not apply only to the scattering part as does the LWR-WIMS and the Old 

WIMS formulae. It is also noteworthy that, for much the same reason, the 

LWR-WIMS and Old WIMS formulae yield macroscopic transport cross-sections 

which are rather similar but which differ somewhat from those obtained with the 

Travelli formula. 
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TABLE i.l 

lacroscopic 2-group Transport Cross-sections (no microscopic output). 

Microscopic lacroscopic 
Collapsed before Collapsed after 

Formula Group Homogenigatinn Hnmogenization 

Travelli 1 0.24004 0.24411 

2 1.0393 1.0787 

LVR-VIIS 1 0.25145 0.25426 

2 1.0893 1.0911 

Old VIIS 1 0.24913 0.25426 

2 1.0872 1.0911 
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